Abstract. In this work we deal with the problem of interpretation of certain classes of everywhere divergent power series within the framework of Borel summability, and derive asymptotic expansions for their partial sums and/or their converging factors when the number of terms in the partial sums goes to infinity.
. In this work we shall be concerned with the interpretation of the "sum"
of F('), and with the asymptotics of the converging factor of the partial sum A(')= E'__la ' in the limit n , for ' fixed. This problem arises when one tries to apply the or u transformation of Levin [4] to the sequence Aj.(), j=1,2,..., to obtain an approximation to the "sum" of F('), or to the anti-limit of the sequence (A(')).
The and u transformations are nonlinear methods for accelerating the convergence of a slowly converging sequence to its limit, or for effecting convergence of a diverging sequence to its anti-limit. There is ample numerical evidence (see the numerical examples given in [10] ) that suggests that in order for the (or u) transformation to be efficient on a sequence B i, 1, 2,..., Bi has to be of the form (1.3) Br_l=B+Rrf(r),
where B is the limit or anti-limit of ( B }, and f(r) should be such that (1.4) f(r)--_, f t . _ _ ! as r oo [9] .
In where gk, i(r) are polynomials of degree k in r, satisfying
Proof. Equation (2) There is no loss of generality in assuming + ,>-1 in (2.4b). For, if /ti+,>-1 is not satisfied for all i, we can consider the series F'(')'= E%a'r ", where a'= a+,, with k being chosen such that /+(k/+ ,)>-1, 1 _<i<m._ Note that F(')= A,()+*F'(). ( 3) The Borel-type sum (') given in (2.6) is obtained by substituting (2.9) (see proof below) in E%tar ", interchanging the summation with all the integrations, and then summing the geometric-type series M(z)=,=xrPz to obtain M(z)= (zd/dz)P(z/ (1-z) .7) and (1.8), with A(')=o'('), the Borel-type sum of F('), and g(') 0, 0=<i=<it-1.
As an example, consider one of the series given in [11, (2.4b) . It is these assumptions that enable one to express the Borel-type sum o-(') of F(') as in (2.6) to (2.6b).
One important feature of (2.6) is the function Qp(1,z)=(zd/dz)P(z/ (1-z) 
with Ne integrals over t, 0 N N m being from 0 to m and those over 5, Note also that the representation given in (3.2) is somewhat related to the beta transform described in [5, p. 160].
As an example, we consider the asymptotic series Ea A" with ar=(Ot)r_l(1 +ot--fl)r_/(n--1)! and '= -1/x.
That is to say, a is expressible as ar (r+a-fl-1)!B(r+a-l,l-a) (-a)!(a-1)!(a-fl)!
